
“What’s a high school 
diploma without real-
world work experience? 
GPSEd gave all of that to 
me; ethics, confidence, 
motivation, and success.”

Information Systems and 
Technology Supervisor
Apple, Inc. 

“For our employees who get to be a part 
of the [GPSEd] experience, it’s really [the 
experience] of a proud parent... It’s exciting 
to have a part of our next-generation 
workforce on board, helping us grow our 
business for the future.” 

“The GPSEd program allows me to look 
at each of my students’ needs as well as 
their strengths. Some students are hands-
on learners, while others are not. In this 
program, I am able to tailor my teaching 
style to how they learn best... helping them 
stay engaged in their learning.”

“GPSEd helped me realize the 
importance of work skills and 
being accountable. When you 
are on the job, you need to 
get all of your tasks done. You 
can’t slack and your team is 
depending on you.”

Entrepreneur

“Our partnership with GPSEd... allow[s] us 
to increase our focus on student success 
and transition to life post high school. 
Funding from organizations such as yours 
will allow us to continue to provide quality 
work-based learning opportunities.” 

Eric Radomski, Manager CTE
Milwaukee Public School System

John Koetz, President
Komatsu Surface Mining

Kiara Stewart, Instructor
James Madison Academic Campus, 
(JMAC) Education Center

“GPSEd helped me find my 
voice and the tools I need to 
reach my goals.”

Welding Apprentice, 
Miller Electric 

“You & your team have forever changed 
Tyler’s life and career. I can’t thank you all 
enough. Tyler and I will always be proud 
Ambassadors of the GPS[Ed] Program.
Thank you for dusting off what I knew was 
my Diamond In The Ruff.”

Kristoffer Olson, Father of
GPSEd Alumnus Tyler 
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